ALX-PRO

CHEMICAL
INNOVATIONS

OVERVIEW
The ALX-PRO model offers sanitation managers the highest
level system available to control and record chemical
consumption. PRO units allow authorized Users to log
in with a 4-digit code or RFID card to reliably dispense
chemicals via time or weight-based methods. The color
screen and stainless steel piezo keypad provide an easy
interactive platform, making the dispensing process as
smooth as possible.

⊲

Uses CleanIntel web interface

⊲

HID RFID reader

⊲

Access codes and authorization
Permissions for all Users

⊲

Watertight enclosure

⊲

Scale compatibility

⊲

Automated email alerts and
reports for:
Account Managers
Plant Personnel
Chemical Operators

FEATURES
FLEXIBLE AND EXPANDABLE OUTPUTS
Solenoid valve output Devices simply daisy-chain together
for plug and play installation and replacement. Available as
single 2-way valves or four 3-way valves for controlling large
AODD pumps.

SCALE COMPATIBILITY
The PRO unit is the only allocation system available that is
capable of weight-based dispenses alongside the standard
time-based methods for ultimate User control.

ACCESS ANYWHERE
Online administration tools and reports can be accessed
from anywhere with an internet signal for increased
accountability and flexibility using the CleanIntel web
interface.

USER PERMISSIONS
Access to dispense Application recipes can be limited on a
per-user basis in a rolling time period. Individual Users are
also able to be blocked from specific Application recipes for
greater control over restricted products.
For Example: "User 1" can dispense "Application A" 3 times a day

ALX-PRO ALLOCATION LOGIX

CleanIntel.com
OVERVIEW
ALX-PRO units integrate with the CleanIntel website that acts
as a centralized location for all reporting and data stored on
the system. Its secure connection ensures privacy of all data
and allows managers to create new Users, make chemical
Application recipes, and edit User Permissions both in the field
or on the go.

SYNC DATA

RECORD AND REPORT

PRO controllers automatically sync to CleanIntel hourly for
constant data connection. Automatic or manual syncing
forwards all current data on the unit including Users,
Applications, Permissions, Chemicals, and Reports.

Consumption reports and dispense logs track chemical
quantities along with the who, what, where, and when
for all Users, providing accountability on chemical use.
Reports can be scheduled for automatic emails, viewed on
CleanIntel, or downloaded as an Excel document.

APPLICATION RECIPES

CONSUMPTION REPORTS

DISPENSE OVERVIEWS
Web
Phone
Email
Address

www.pssi.com
608-568-3841
websales@pssi.com
3729 Peddle Hollow Rd.
Kieler, WI 53812

